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Materia creates rooms for innovations at the
Stockholm Furniture Fair.
Materia’s design innovations for 2019 are to be shown at the Stockholm Furniture Fair,
5-9 February. Each of the new products has its own look and function but, at the same
time, clearly reflects Materia’s identity. The idea of designing furniture that encourages
social interaction is a common theme across the nine novelties. The same applies to the
stand where the products are displayed. The stand, designed by architect Marie Oscarsson,
is divided into a number of individual rooms, the spaces being separated by room dividers.
This allows visitors to experience Materia’s new products in relevant contexts, with the furniture being combined into different environments that inspire and highlight the benefits of the
product concerned.

Tobias Söder, Sales and Marketing Manager at Materia, on the new releases:
”We are constantly developing our range in response to new requirements. We’ve collaborated intensively with some of the industry’s best designers to create furniture that surprises
and appeals. After the successful launch last year of CbM (Colours by Materia), we are now
expanding the number of products that have CbM as standard. Furthermore, our uncompromising approach in terms of choice of materials and production methods, has resulted in,
for example, more furniture than ever before being manufactured from wood that is sourced
from responsibly managed forests.”
The new products for 2019 to be launched at the Stockholm Furniture Fair are presented
below.

ALTO easy chair/sofa
Design: Mattias Stenberg
Alto is a nicely manufactured, versatile piece of
furniture with the unusual sitting height of 630
mm. The design is characterised by simplicity, as
noticed in its shape and the flexibility with which
you can combine a number of units to create
larger arrangements. The undulating shape of
its cushions, and the fact that the shape is visible
from the inside and outside, further enhance the
identity of this piece and show off its beauty from
all angles. An additional extra is a pocket sewn
into either endpiece to hold magazines or menus.
Alto comes as an easy chair, two seater, three
seater or corner sofa. Frame in chrome or CbM*
powder coating.

ANAGRAM chair/armchair
Design: Fredrik Mattson
The strong identity of this chair allows it to either
be playful and colourful, or sophisticated and
refined. With its robust frame and well-thought-out
details, the chair can handle rough environments.
The legs loop up behind the back tray, providing
an elegant handle for easily moving the chair.
Seat and back have die-cast aluminium buttons
matching the colour of the frame. The armrest with
cast TPE gives it a soft feel and protects table tops
when hanging. Anagram is available non-upholstered, with upholstered seat or fully upholstered.
Frame in chrome or CbM* powder coating.

CAP stool
Design: Axel Bjurström, Mia Cullin
Cap, an easily positioned stool, was inspired by
sewing thimbles. It will now be joined by a variation that is fully upholstered in Remix fabric from
Kvadrat. The great selection of colours makes it
easy to fit into any environment. Its light weight
and distinct shape make it easy to take out for
impromptu meetings at workstations or to provide
extra seating in meeting rooms or lounge environments. A stacking trolley is available as an optional extra.

CREST table
Design: Mattias Stenberg
This taller table boasts double table tops, allowing
you to mix various materials. A nice complement
to the Crest series. The space between the table
tops allows for either hidden or visible storage.
Select glass or wood for both table tops or mix
glass with solid or veneered wood. Solid tops feature a recess to fit magazines. The die-cast legs further enhance the sober and solid feel of the table.
The table is available in a number of formats and
works just as well on its own as in groups. Frame
in chrome or CbM* powder coating.

CREST corner table module
Design: Mattias Stenberg
The Crest sofa system enjoys an update in the
form of a corner table, giving you more space to
lay objects. The table tops are available in solid
or veneered wood. The solid tops are fitted with
two elegant recesses for magazines. The legs are
designed to beautifully fit in with the adjacent
modules. Increase your comfort level with an
integrated light source or electrical socket/USB.
Frame in chrome or CbM* powder coating.

NEO LITE easy chair
Design: Fredrik Mattson
The beautiful, clean lines of the Neo Lite series
return in this easy chair. The easy chair has generous dimensions but nonetheless comes across
as sleek thanks to its design. The lower seating
height makes it suitable for various lounge environments. The moulded polypropylene seat shell is
available non-upholstered, with upholstered seat
or fully upholstered. Combined with a wooden or
sled base frame, it makes up an elegant whole. A
distinguishing feature of the sled base framed Neo
Lite easy chair is that it is stackable. Wooden frame in white pigmented, or white or black stained
ash. Sled base frame in chrome or CbM* powder
coating.

PAX chair
Design: Fredrik Mattson
With its billowing shape the chair ensures maximum seating comfort in a small space. The Pax
chair is designed to respond flexibly to the human
body and assure its comfort. Pax has an injection
moulded polypropylene seat shell and can be
ordered without upholstery or with an upholstered seat or fully upholstered. New this year are
solid white pigmented or white or black stained
ash legs that give the chair an elegant look. Also
available to the Pax chair are a four-legged frame,
a sled base frame or a four-spoke frame.

TODAY daybed
Design: Mia Cullin
A flexible daybed characterised by an interesting contrast of textiles and steel. The austere, yet
soft, design permeates the entire piece. Available
extras are a bolster and a back cushion, both of
which can be removed thanks to the beautifully
upholstered buttons. The backrest can be mounted
on either side. Today fits in well in open office
spaces, lounges or rest areas. Frame in chrome or
CbM* powder coating.

VAGABOND DUO table
Design: Marie Oscarsson
Vagabond Duo is an creative table for meetings.
In contrast to Vagabond, it has two tops of varying
heights. To create a functional, creative workspace, you can add boxes, magnets, coat hooks
or a whiteboard to the dividing middle section.
Power outlets/USB can be integrated into the table
top as an optional extra. The wheels allow the
table to be easily moved when needed, or locked
into a fixed position. Frame in CbM* powder
coating. Matt chromed steel tubing.
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